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How many Fiber Runs ?  1 

What Type of Fiber ?  Singlemode, aerial or direct burial (tbd based on site survey) 

 
What is the distance of each Fiber run?   `250ft 

Are the UPS units powering the switches or something else? 
           -if there is another piece of hardware connecting to UPS, if so, what is it ?  Assume power to the 
switches only 

Are you planning to Deploy the Multi-Gig Backbone to APs?  no 
 
Please confirm Port Type at Each Location (All buildings): 
-Copper, or Fiber? fiber between buildings, copper inside 
 
What Firewall is connected to Core Switches ? What connection type is that, Copper or Fiber? Juniper via 
state network, connected via 1G copper 
 
Will this example suffice to address this request ? : "…cover the repair and upkeep for equipment 
hardware, wiring, cable maintenance, basic and technical support and configuration changes. Vendor 
must provide # of hours and rate per hour" 
^the above is acceptable 
 
At the ED office - Do you need POE Switches ? Yes. All switches in all locations to be PoE+ capable on all 
ports, with the maximum available simultaneous ports delivering said power. 

What are the Fiber run distances (in kilometers) from each remote site to Williston High 
School?  Answer can be submitted in below distance categories: 

• Less than 10km 
• 10-40km 
• 40-80km 

Estimated/round up 

• HS-RP = 35km 
• RP-MR = 32km 
• MR-GV = 22km 
• GV-HS = 22km 

 
Are you able to provide a network topology map for each site listed in the RFP?   
If you are unable to provide a network topology map, can you please confirm the number of network 
closets at each site listed in the RFP? 
WHS- 11 closets 
Round Prarie – 2 closets 
MO Ridge – 4 closets 
Garden Valley – 3 closets 
 



We have these questions below from APC directly. Can you please help answer these for APC to 
respond to your RFP? 
So we are needing QTY 10 Racks (standard depth?) and 14 UPSs? 
For the UPS we would need the follow: 
POWER SCOPING QUESTIONS: 
1. What type of power? (120v or 208v) Answer:  208V 
2. What runtime is desired? Answer: 2 hrs 
3. Do you need network management with remote access: Answer: Preferred but not required 
4. Do you want a rack-mount or tower?  Answer: Rack 
5. Load needed? Or list (model numbers) of equipment to be supported. Answer: TBD by e-rate bid 
acceptance. Generally, 2-6 48-port network switches with 750W or better PoE delivery 
6. Do you require room for growth? Answer: minimum 10% 
7. Are any other accessories needed; rack, PDU, etc.? Do you have enough receptacles to plug in all 
your equipment? Or enough space in your current racks to place all your equipment in? Answer: rack 
PDU 
8. What input connection is needed? 5-15P, L6-30P, etc. Please confirm wall receptacles type from the 
list below. Answer:  L5-30P 

 
 
  


